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Remainder arithmetic was formalized in ancient Egypt 4,050 years ago. The
Akhmim Wooden Tablet (AWT), circa 1950 BCE, defined a weights and measures application within a new method for division. The Moscow Mathematical
Papyrus and the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus (RMP) divided a hekat unity
by 1/3 to (1/4 + 1/16 + 1/4) hejat + 5 ro. The scribe partitioned the unity
(64/64) into hekat quotients + 1/320 ro remainders.
Several classe of hekat quotients + remainders were created, three being hin
(1/10), dja (1/6 4) and ro (1/320).
The new division method defined a quotient and remainder that was inverse
to multiplication, as explained in RMP 38. The inverse feature of division
defined the multiplication operation, a two-phase definition that anticipated
our modern arithmetic operations.
One aspect of the hekat division method exactly parsed (64/64) by rational
numbers n, limited to the range 1/64 ¡ n ¡ 64, such that:
(64/64)/n = Q/64 + (R/n)*(1/64)
with Q/64, a binary quotient, and
(R/n)(1/64), an Egyptian fraction remainder,
Ahmes scaled the remainder (R/n)(1/64) by (5/5) obtaining (5R/n)*(1/320)
such that:
(64/64)/n = Q/64 + (5R/n)*ro
replacing the number 1/320 with the word ro.
The quotient and scaled remainder method was used hundreds of times in
Middle Kingdom texts.
Scholars did not fully decode the quotient and remainder method until 2005.
B. A second aspect of the method was reported in ten RMP 47 division
problems per:
100-hekat being divided by 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 in the
form
(6400/64)/n = Q/64 + (5R/n)*ro
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For example, the n = 70 case reported Q = 91 and R = 30 (since 6400/70
= 91 + remainder 30) such that:
(6400/64)/70 = (64 + 16 + 8 + 2 + 1)/64 + (150/70)ro =
(1 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/32 + 1/64)hejat + (2 + 1/7)ro, reported by RobinsShute in 1987, an arithmetically correct answer.
However, Ahmes converted (2 + 1/7)ro = (2 + [6/42 = (3 + 2 + 1)/42] =
(2 + 1/14 + 1/21 + 1/42)ro
adopting the 2/n table method that converted 2/101 = [12/606 = (6 + 3 +
2 + 1)/606 = 1/101 + 1/202 + 1/303 + 1/606
followed an earlier EMLR method that wrote 1/101 = 6/606 = (3 + 2 +
1)/606 = 1/202 + 1/303 + 1/606
C. A third aspect of the division method created sub-units m divided by n,
Three m/n ’units’ included hin (10/n) dja (64/n) and ro (320/n). The divisor n
was no longer limited to 1/64 ¡ n ¡ 64. Divisors n could be any rational number.
The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus (RMP), circa 1650 BCE, used the method
29 times in problem 81 scaling m to 10, and 320, such that:
10/n hin
and,
320/n ro
Unit fraction remainders were written in one column, and an equivalent
(64/64)/n binary quotient and scaled remainder was written in an adjoining
column. The two column data set was reported by Gillings, yet the exact
remainder arithmetic aspect of the (64/64) column was not decoded until 2005.
The Akhmim Wooden Table detailed five examples, divisors n: 3, 7, 10, 11
and 13. The Rhind Mathematical Papyrus defined 29 examples in the range
1/64 ¡ n ¡ 64 in one problem, and several other examples in other problems.
The m/n sub-units allowed m to be 10, 64, 320, and other scaled valu8es.
For example, the Ebers Medical Papyrus exclusively used the m/n sub-units,
several of which have not be scaled. The volume unit used one-part integer
quotients, and non-scaled Egyptian fraction remainders units hin, dja, ro, and
so forth. For example, a 1/10 hin unit was written 10/n hin, a dja unit was
written 64/n dja, and a ro unit was written 320/n ro.
C. The Akhmim Wooden Tablet text was published in 1901, and analyzed
by Daressy in 1906. Daressy analyzed the data line by line, correctly reporting
three hekat divisions: divisors 3, 7, and 10. Daressy improperly reported divisors
11 and 13.
Hana Vymazalova, a Charles U., Prague grad student published AWT hekat
problems by correcting Daressy’s two 1906 errors in 2002. Vymazalova proved
that all five two-part answers were returned by the AWT scribe to a hekat unity
64
64 by a reverse process. Vymazalova showed that the AWT scribe had recorded
binary quotients, and scaled Egyptian fraction remainders in an innovative exact
method, improperly citing Peet’s discussion of Daressy’s analysis.
D. The second class of remainder arithmetic units are reported in 2,000
Middle and New Kingdom (NK) medical prescriptions recipes. Several of the
Middle Kingdom and New Kingdom sub-units had been garbled by translators.
In 2002, a German graduate student, Tanja Pommerening, corrected a dja hekat
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unit, scaled to 1/64.The unit is needed by physicians reconstituting ancient
Egyptian medicines, following ancient recipes.
Dr. Tanja Pommerening’s 2005 PhD also discussed the dja as a healing
unit in a mathematical sense. The dja healing unit corrected rounded-off errors
associated with traditional (Horus-Eye) binary series partitions. The healed
definition is recorded in hieratic and hieroglyphic symbols. The dja was written
in a one-part remainder arithmetic system, 64/n dja. The healed 1/64 unit had
corrected an Old Kingdom rounded off error by returning a missing 1/64 unit.
E. The remainder arithmetic was also used by Ahmes to divide rational
numbers a/b Today the modern definition of quotient and remainder division is
only based on the a/b fraction side of number theory.
F. Summary: Additional details of the 4,000 year old remainder method
are found in the Akhmim Wooden Tablet. The second remainder arithmetic
method was introduced by red auxiliary numbers creating the optimized, but
not optimal, RMP 2/n table, and expanded to remainder m/n Egyptian fraction
sub-units used in several RMP problems and 2,000 medical prescriptions in the
medical texts.
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